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Testing M1811 Grip Module - Participant 

 
Brouwer LLC would like to expand its testing by encouraging its users to submit their own testing observations. 
In order to qualify your data for submission, a minimum score of 75 points is required on the 25 yard bull. 

Participant Details: 

Name (or Identity) Occupation (optional) Experience Level USPSA # (optional) 
    

 
Configuration (check all that apply): 

Module / Platform: Sights: Options: 
☐M1811 Grip Module 
☐Sig Sauer Legion 
☐Icarus 
☐Wilson Combat 
☐Staccato P 
☐Other: __________________ 

☐Iron Sights 
☐Red Dot Optic 
☐Other: __________________ 

☐Extended Magwell 
☐Light 
☐Other: __________________ 

 

Each configuration will be allocated a standalone day for testing. Participants will only perform this assessment 
on one configuration in a day. Starting fresh for each iteration, all participants will perform the assessment in 
the same order, using the same ammunition. 

Ammunition used: ____________________ 

Drill: Bulls 

25 Yards, 10 rounds, shot on NRA B8 target with no time limit, for score. This Drill is repeated three times 
per configuration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please complete Page 2  

 Score: Number of “X” ring hits: 

String 1:   

String 2:   

String 3:    



Brouwer LLC. Reno NV. 
April 19, 2023 

Drill: 1 Shot from Holster 

7 yards shot on NRA B8 target for time and score.  
Shooter stands on the line in the ready position with hands at their side below the waistline. At the 
sound of the timer, the shooter draws the weapon and places one round as quickly as is accurate on the 
target. This is repeated 10 times. The hits are then added together according to their placement within 
the NRA B8 for a total score. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Time:           

Score:  __________ 
 

Drill: Bill 

7 yards shot on IPSC/USPSA target for time and score.  
Shooter stands on the line in the ready position with hands at their side below the waistline. At the 
sound of the timer, the shooter draws and fires 6 shots as quickly as is accurate on the target. This is 
repeated a minimum of three times. Record the time and the location of the hits. 

  Number of Hits 
 Time A zone C zone D zone 

String #1     

String #2     

String #3     
 

Drill: Shot to Shot Reload 

7 yards shot on IPSC/USPSA target for time and score. Shooter stands on the line with their weapon 
pointed at the target and their finger on the trigger. After the sound of the timer, when the shooter is 
ready, the shooter fires the weapon, performs a slide lock reload, and fires again. The time between the 
first shot and the second shot is recorded (the split), as the amount of time it takes to perform a slide 
lock reload. This is repeated ten times, record the split time for each iteration, then total hits. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Split 
Time:           

 

Number of Hits 
A-zone C-zone D-zone 

   
 
This document is made available to anyone that would like to participate in the ongoing endeavor to document 
relative performance differences between grip modules for the Sig Sauer P320. By participating and submitting 
your findings you agree that Brouwer LLC can release this information without restriction. 



X = 1.69”     10 = 3.36”    9 = 5.54”   8 = 8.0”
NRA Official X is 1.695” / March 2016 Handbook
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